
Stromeferry Appraisal – Public Consultation held on

27
th
& 28

th
March 2014 in Lochcarron and Achmore

42 responses were received in writing following the public meeting and made comment on the

routes which were part of the display materials. (Around 100 people attended the drop in session

held in Lochcarron and an additional 50 attended in Achmore).

Summary of the 42 responses are as follows:

The feedback forms have been reviewed, the tables below summarise comments on route selection.

Where a respondent clearly expressed a preference for a route they are recorded as ‘yes’. At times

the respondents rejected a route as they thought it was unsuitable. These responses have been

recorded as ‘no’. The tables below give the number of positive and negative responses for each

route corridor.

Summary

45 – 55% of people, who responded, favoured the northern route option.

It can be seen that the northern route option (bridge over the Strome narrows) is

more popular but also attracted most opposition with 24 – 34 % of people against a

bridge crossing.

26 – 34% of people, who responded, favoured the southern route option through

Attadale and Glen Udalain. 17 – 24 % of people were against this option.

12% of people, who responded, favoured an online option. 12 – 14% of people who

responded were against an online option.

The copies of the full responses are included in Appendix A

Total number of responses = 42

Of which were Anonymous = 11

Responses who expressed a preference (named individuals) = 29

Responses who expressed a preference (Anonymous) = 5

Total number of Responses who expressed a preference = 35

Total Responses Total Responses

Northern

Route

Options

On Line

Options

Southern

Route

Option

% Northern

Route

Options

On Line

Options

Southern

Route

Option

Yes 19 5 11 Yes 45.2% 11.9% 26.2%

No 10 5 7 No 23.8% 11.9% 16.7%

Named Individual Responses Named Individual Responses

Northern

Route

Options

On Line

Options

Southern

Route

Option

% Northern

Route

Options

On Line

Options

Southern

Route

Option

Yes 16 5 10 Yes 55.17% 17.24% 34.48%

No 10 4 7 No 34.48% 13.79% 24.14%
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Comments from Ian Begg

I have no doubt that the north route, with low bridge and by-passing

Lochcarron village is the best option presented.  It not only takes you from A

to B as on the present road but greatly improves access to the north to Kishorn

and the north-west.

It is a pity that electricity generation is not at the present time an option, but in

the future, as stated, it may become an economic possibility to suspend some

form of generator from the bridge structure.  Ducts should be built in to the

structure to make such development easier should the possibility arise.

Ian Begg,

Ravens’Craig,

Plockton,  IV52 8UB

Ross-shire,

Tel: 01599 544 265











Garry, 

First of all my apologies for the delay in sending my feedback and also in letting you know that the exhibition was 

much appreciated generally in Lochcarron. 

It was probably obvious when we spoke that my preferred option was route N9 for the following reasons:- 

 

 1)  The bus route for children going to Plockton – from the east end of village to Achmore by N9 is approx. 12km; by 

S4 it is approx. 26km. Therefore the children/bus companies/parents will have an extra 28km round trip via S4 route. 

This will be increased for those people from outlying villages like Kishorn. 

 

2)  At present the existing route isolates Lochcarron village completely and S4 will not enhance that. N9 bypasses the 

village but tourists will be closer to it and when the examples of bypassed villages such as Shieldaig, Kingussie and 

Newtonmore are examined, it is obvious how they have blossomed. 

 

3)  There is a distinct possibility that businesses in villages such as Kishorn, Shieldaig and Torridon will also benefit as 

tourists become aware that it is possible to travel north by that picturesque route rather than go to Achnasheen and 

then northwards. 

 

4)  A major concern for Lochcarron residents is that if the Kishorn project goes ahead, which is most likely, the village 

will suffer from increased traffic volume. This will be avoided if the village bypass goes ahead and N9 will shorten the 

route from the west to Kishorn. 

 

5)  It is understood that the physical construction is probably easier on the S4 route but there is nothing on the N9 

route that is beyond ‘the ken’ of engineers . 

 

6)  From the tourist perspective there is no doubt that the N9 route will be by far the more scenic route and the view 

from the bridge out towards Skye would be difficult to beat! 

 

It is appreciated that cost will most likely be the deciding factor when it comes to choosing the route but surely it is 

important, especially when the costs of the main two routes are so close, that any route should be an improvement 

which not only solves the problem but also enhances the area. 

Many years ago a similar exhibition was set up in the village by the Council. The public were asked for their preferred 

option and the bridge crossing at Strome was the choice. Unfortunately, for political reasons and because it was not 

the route preferred by the, at that time, Director of R and T., any  improvement was shelved. I am sure this is still the 

preferred option although of course there will be some opposition to this.  

 

 

Thanks to your team for providing more information than we have ever had before. It gives everyone a better insight 

into the benefits and obstacles for each route. 

Ken Black (ex R and T) 

 



 



 



First, may I apologise for expressing my views on the stage 2 appraisal review of Stromeferry Bypass 
options in last week's West Highland Free Press before writing to you with them. This was simply a 
matter of available time and opportunity, although, in the event, the Free Press coverage of the public 
exhibition was so poor that I was very glad my letter was published to stimulate debate. 
  
I attended the public exhibition in Lochcarron on 27th March. I am grateful for the opportunity to see 
and hear how the Council's thinking is developing on the provision of a safe and reliable road.  I was 
impressed by the quality of the work that has been done, and I cannot fault the analysis of options 
presented. 
  
My particular concern is about the 'north' route. I accept that the preferred route identified is the 'least 
unacceptable' option for this route, and is a huge improvement on some of the more ridiculous 
suggestions for this route that were considered in the stage 1 appraisal. 
  
My concern is that (as you may know) we have just built, and now occupy, a new house beside 
Strome Castle in the grounds of our old house, Strome House, which we will shortly be putting on the 
market.  At least we are spared the option of the causeway in front of Strome Castle and across 
Eilean Fraoich!  However, we have built the house to feature the view westwards towards the Cuillins 
with Plockton and the Strome Islands in the middle distance. The bridge from Leacanashie to 
Portchuillin as proposed would cut straight across this view.  As best as we can judge a projection of 
its height, it would exactly block our view of the islands and Plockton.  The view to the Cuillins would 
be unimpeded but the sense of wildness would be greatly reduced, and on the approximately 3 days 
out of every 4 when the Cuillins are hidden in cloud, the remaining middle-distance view would be 
hugely despoiled by the bridge. 
  
This is not just a personal concern. My study in the new house overlooks the approach to the Castle, 
and I can confirm that, even during the winter, 2-3 people a day stop to photograph that view, either 
from the road or from the Castle (and many more people in summer).  The bridge would seriously 
detract from the view that they photograph, and might well therefore have an impact on the attraction 
of the area for tourism. 
  
My equally great concern is about the new double-track road to the bridge which is proposed to run 
behind Stromemore. As far as I can judge, most of this will be screened from our new house, and so it 
is the 'least worst' option from our perspective. However, the traffic noise and headlights at night 
would destroy the peace and tranquillity that is such a feature of the community here and would 
therefore have a major impact on our amenity (and even moreso on houses closer to the road, 
including a new house that is currently under construction). 
  
I recognise that there will be some benefit to us, in significantly shorter journey times to Kyle and to 
Fort William and the south by that route (as it currently takes at least 30mins to get round the loch 
from here to Stromeferry).  Shopping in Kyle or even Broadford will become a more practical option, 
although this might well impact on local businesses in the village. However, we are likely to continue 
doing our main shopping in Dingwall and Inverness and most of our journeys will be across to 
Inverness for onwards travel southwards, and so the loss of amenity to us, as a result of the road and 
bridge, will far outweigh any small benefits that might result from this route. 
  
On that basis, I feel my wife and I probably would feel duty bound to object to the bridge and road, 
should this scheme progress to the stage of a planning application, not least to balance the objections 
that can be predicted for the route through Gleann Udalain!  I would add that all the neighbours I have 
talked to around North Strome feel the same. 
  
Our strong preference therefore would be for the 'southern option', which would offer an excellent 
solution to the risk of rockfall along the existing road, would have minimum impact on landscapes of 
high tourist value (indeed would open up an attractive new landscape for passing visitors), and would 
maintain existing traffic flow patterns, without disruption to any local communities. 
  
However, my biggest concern is about the cost of all the options proposed (and I should add that I 
remain dubious that a bridge and about 10 miles of new road along the northern route could be 
delivered for £100 million). In all cases, the cost significantly exceeds the calculated benefit.  My 
understanding is that, before it will fund a civil engineering project such as a flood prevention scheme, 



the UK government would expect a benefit to cost ratio of 8:1. According to Board 13 of the public 
display, that compares to just 0.71: 1 for the preferred north route and 0.76:1 for the preferred south 
route.  None of these schemes therefore deliver a net public benefit to the taxpayer, and, if such a 
scheme was being proposed anywhere else in Scotland, I would be objecting in the strongest 
possible terms to such a major waste of public money. 
  
There is one other aspect which the public exhibition did not consider. If any of the three preferred 
options were put in place, they would greatly increase the speed and convenience of this route, which 
would then become even more the route-of-choice between Inverness and Kyle/Skye.  We could 
predict the traffic flow to significantly increase as a result, which would put intolerable pressure on the 
single-track stretch through Achnashellach Woods and Balnacra.  There would therefore very quickly 
be public pressure for a new road bypassing this stretch, on which you have already held a public 
consultation.  Realistically, therefore, you should be adding the cost of that option to the cost of the 
full upgrade schemes you are suggesting. 
  
All of that is why I raised the option in my letter to the Free Press of building only what you have 
called the 'first phase' of the online or southern route options, which would bypass the 4.5km of 
unstable rocks between Cuddies' Point and Ardnarff.  Board 20 of the public exhibition suggests that 
this would cost either £65 million or £64 million respectively. 
  
I appreciate that this is a far from ideal final solution, and that, because there would still be slow, 
single-track sections remaining, the calculated overall benefit would be slightly reduced. 
Nevertheless, my guess is that the calculated benefits might equal or slightly exceed the cost of this 
work, which might make funding slightly more practicable.  Importantly, either of these options would 
deliver the overriding objective of a safe, reliable road, which is what the local community is rightly 
demanding. I would far rather see this happening than nothing happening at all, which I fear might be 
the consequence of the high cost of the other options. 
  
Furthermore these more limited improvements to the road would be less likely to greatly increase 
traffic flow, and so would reduce the priority for a further expensive upgrade to the road past 
Achnashellach. The remaining sections between Strathcarron Junction and Attadale (and from 
Ardnarff to Stromeferry if the phase 1 online option was taken forward) could then be delivered in 
limited stages as and when the Council had a budget available. 
  
I am very grateful that the work you and the consultants have undertaken has made it possible to 
logically assess these various options, and I hope it might at least be possible to find the funding for 
the more limited option I have suggested. 
  
Yours sincerely, 

Michael Scott 

 
Cana, North Strome, Lochcarron, Ross-shire, IV54 8YJ 
tel: 01520 722588 | mobile: 07879 644268 
email: MSStrome@aol.com 

 









































 



 








